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Abstract 

In laparoscopy, tissue extraction might require morcellation for larger intra-abdominal specimens, especially in 
gynecological patients. specimen, the specimen needs to be reduced. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a 
press release in April 2014 that discouraged the use of devices used for morcellation - power morcellators. This article 
has the objective to review the literature related to complications by power morcellation of uterine fibroids in 
laparoscopy and offer recommendations to laparoscopic surgeons in gynaecology. Respecting women who have 
leiomyosarcoma, it can be concluded that the FDA directive was based on a mis-leading analysis due to inherent flaws in 
the trials analysed by it. Hence, the need of the hour are more accurate esti-mates regarding the prevalence of 
leiomyosarcoma among women having surgery for presumed leiomyomas. Modification of the FDA’s current restriction 
regarding power morcellation would empower each woman to allow surgeons and hospitals to make the most 
appropriate, informed choices regarding utilization of tissue extraction in individual patients undergoing uterine surgery 
without undermining the freedom of the woman to choose the best-suited procedure. 
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Introduction 

The benefits of laparoscopic (minimally invasive 
surgery, MIS) for gynecologic conditions requiring 
surgery have been clearly defined in the literature [1–3]. 
The focal points incorporate speedier recovery, less 
blood loss, enhanced personal satisfaction, and less 
morbidity [4]. One major difficulty for minimal access 
surgeons was those cases in which the uterus is too 
large to be evacuated through the laparoscopic entry 
point and would have to be extracted by means of a 
bigger laparotomy incision [5]. This issue was 
addressed by advancement of morcellation, which 
breaks the tissue into smaller pieces, either manually 
with a surgical blade or electromechanically with a 
power morcellator.  

Morcellation, for which the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) initially endorsed devices in 
1995, was acknowledged up until 2014. As of now, 
reports were circulating depicting morcellation-induced 
dissemination of unrecognized uterine malignancies and  
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thus result in diminished survival. These worries were 
conveyed to the media by an appalling instance of 
uterine leiomyosarcoma found in a young lady who 
experienced intra-abdominal morcellation of an 
unrecognized sarcoma and at reintervention was found 
to have a spread of the sarcoma in the abdominal cavity.  

The FDA issued an announcement discouraging the 
utilization of power morcellation for hysterectomy and 
myomectomy [6].  

Dreading prosecution, the organizations making power 
morcellators have stopped production of their items or 
have set notices on their item. Furthermore, hospitals 
have constrained the utilization of morcellation [7]. 

Chronology of morcellator controversy [8] 

March 1993– Uterine morcellator first described in 
literature  

May 1995– First uterine morcellation device cleared by 
FDA [9] 
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July 1997– Reports of port-site metastasis in 
gynecologic oncology patients described [10] 

November 2012– Study estimating higher than expected 
leiomyosarcoma rate [11] 

October 2013– High-profile case sparks increasing 
media and public awareness of uterine morcellation 
practices [12] 

December 2013– SGO position statement on 
morcellation released [13] 

April 2014– SGO Lancet editorial in response to 
criticism published 

-- FDA safety communication released 

-- ACOG calls for review of morcellation 

-- AAGL calls for review of morcellation 

-- Some manufacturers voluntarily suspend sales of    
uterine morcellators [12, 14–17] 

July 2014– FDA convened obstetrical and 
gynecological medical device safety panel, immediately 
in effect guidance to manufacturers issued 

 -- AAGL statement to the FDA released [14,16] 

November 2014– Updated FDA safety communication 
released 

   -- ACOG response released 

   -- AAGL response released [14–16] 

May 2015– FBI launches inquiry into manufacturers’ 
knowledge of risks [18] 

Abbreviations: AAGL, American Association of 
Gynecologic Laparoscopists; ACOG, American 
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists; FBI, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation; FDA, U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration; SGO, Society for Gynecologic 
Oncology 

Uterine leiomyoma and leiomyosarcoma- Uterine 
leiomyoma or myoma (fibroid) is a type of smooth 
muscle tumour of the myometrium and (nemec) uterine 
leiomyosarcoma (ULMS) is a highly malignant, rapidly 
growing and a rare mesenchymal tumor which makes 
up to 1–2 % of uterine malignancies [19]. The annual 
incidence of ULMS is 0.64 per 100,000 women per year 
[20].  

Diagnosis of leiomyosarcoma (LMS) depends on the 
presence of cytologic atypia, a high mitotic index, and 
coagulative tumor cell necrosis to distinguish it from 
between benign leiomyoma and other smooth muscle 
tumours like atypical leiomyoma and endometrial 
stromal tumour. Although most LMSs arise in 
postmenopausal women, several cases have been 
reported in women of reproductive age [21].  

On April 17, 2014, the FDA, after meta-analysing 18 
studies, distributed an official statement on the site 
where the utilization of laparoscopic power 
morcellation was "debilitated" because of poten-tial 
upstaging of uterine sarcoma [21].  

Complications of morcellation- Known complications 
are direct morcellation injuries wherever the activated 
morcellator injures intestines or blood vessels as 
reviewed by Milad et al. [22] Secondary to morcellation 
of fibroids, parasitic fibroids may develop with an 
incidence of 0.12 - 0.9% [23-25]. If a likely fibroid 
seems to be a sarcoma, the centripetal forces of the 
cylindrical morcellator knife might boost the 
development of ‘seeding’ of tumour cells on the serosa, 
probably upstaging the sarcoma with percentages 
between 15 and 64% [11, 26-28] and affecting survival. 
Finally, the fragmented state of the morcellated 
specimen might impair correct histological analysis of 
the malignancy thus probably delaying treatment [29, 
30]. 

Possible limitations of FDA regulation- The FDA's 
suggestions must be considered important, as patient 
wellbeing and avoidance of preventable damages are of 
foremost significance. In any case, the studies 
investigated by the FDA in detailing this suggestion 
were not stratified by risk variables for sarcoma and did 
not consider the subset of reproductive age ladies with 
assumed benign leiomyomata [11,31-34]. If morcellator 
use is suspended entirely, the choices for women with 
big uteri would include surrendering MIS and its 
advantages. In response, the American Congress of 
Obstetricians & Gynecologists (ACOG) and the 
American Association of Gynecologic Laparoscopists 
(AAGL) have issued position papers supporting 
minimally invasive surgery for presumed benign 
disease in patients at low risk for malignancy [16,35]. 

Aim 

In this review, we will be addressing important aspects 
regarding: (1) Impact of FDA restriction on clinical 
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practice, (2) Incidence of unsuspected uterine 
leiomyosarcoma among ladies diagnosed with 
presumed benign uterine disease and the impact of 
morcellation on them, (3) Comparison of mor-bidity 
between minimally invasive surgery (MIS) and open 
abdominal procedures (4) Preoperative workup of 
patients with apparent benign uterine fibroids. (5) 
Minimally invasive techniques to avoid intracorporeal 
morcellation and bring out certain practical 
recommendations. In the Indian context, FDA 
guidelines are not usually followed, however, as 
patients become more aware of these international 
guidelines, our surgeons also need to keep themselves 
abreast of these developments and aware of further 
research into making minimally invasive surgeries more 
safe and effective.  

Materials and Methods 

A literature review was performed using Pubmed, 
Springer link and major general search engines like 
Google, and Yahoo. The following search terms were 
used: Laparoscopy, morcellation, leiomyoma, Food and 
Drug Administration warning, leiomyosarcoma. A total 
of 35 selected papers from after FDA warning in 2014 
till present were cited. These articles were screened for 
further references and citations were analysed under the 
various headings; Impact of FDA warning on 
morcellation, incidence of sarcoma and effect of 
morcellation on malignancy, comparing laparoscopy 
and open procedures, preoperative workup of patients 
with fibroids and future prospects of morcellation. 

Results and Discussion 

Impact of FDA warning on clinical practice- 
Probably, an inability to assure benign pathology and a 
fear of aggravating the outcomes for patients with 
occult, aggressive malignancies, patients and surgeons 
are tending to move away from power morcellation as a 
surgical tool. A recent survey of laparoscopic surgeons 
found that 84% have changed their surgical approach to 
total abdominal hysterectomy after the FDA 
communication [36]. Although abdominal hysterectomy 
may decrease the specific risk of dissemination of 
occult malig-nancy, it may increase the surgical 
morbidity associated with open pro-cedures [37]. 
Consequently, patients and their surgeons may be 
trading the risk of one complication for another. 

Studies have pointed out a decrease in minimally 
invasive gynecological surgeries over a range of 5.8 to 

19%. [38,39] The most common reasons cited for 
discontinuing the use of power morcellation were 
hospital mandate, the concern for legal consequences,, 
and the April 2014 FDA warning. Nearly half of the 
respondents reported an increase in their rate of 
laparotomies, However, most (80.3%) believed that the 
FDA warnings have not led to an improvement in 
patient outcomes and have led to harming patients 
(55.1%).  

Another recently published study [40] found that in the 
eight months following the FDA safety communication, 
utilization of laparoscopic hysterectomies decreased by 
4.1% (p=0.005) and both abdominal and vaginal 
hysterectomies increased (1.7%, p =0.112 and 2.4%, 
p=0.012, respectively). Major surgical complications 
(not including blood transfusions) significantly 
increased from 2.2% to 2.8% (p=0.015), and the rate of 
hospital readmission within 30 days also increased from 
3.4% to 4.2% (p=0.025). 

Thus media portrayal and misperception of the FDA 
safety communication may have contributed to a 
heightened concern about any type of morcellation for 
any indication by patients and surgeons alike. The 
additional risks associated with changes in surgical 
practice, due to a decline in the use of morcellation, 
must be discussed with patients to provide 
comprehensive informed consent. 

Incidence of leiomyosarcomas and impact of 
morcellation on them 

Leiomyosarcoma incidence- The FDA analyzed 
available data and found the prevalence of unsuspected 
uterine sarcoma in women undergoing surgery for 
fibroids to be 1 in 352 [41]. This statistic has been 
challenged as an overestimate due to the inclusion of 
mixed patient populations and heterogeneous 
retrospective studies. 

A recent study of women undergoing hysterectomy for 
benign indications found the prevalence of occult 
uterine sarcoma to be between 0.07- to 0.49% 
[11,34,42]. The prevalence of leiomyosarcoma is 10-
fold higher in women older than age 60 years when 
compared with women younger than age 50 years. 

The FDA estimated that for every 458 women having 
surgery for presumed leiomyomas, one woman would 
be found to have an occult leiomyosarcoma. Parker et al 
[43] challenged this calculation. Nine studies, all but 
one of which were retrospective, were analyzed 
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including a non peer- reviewed letter to the editor. 
Three leiomyosarcoma cases identified by the FDA 
would now be classified as benign atypical leiomyomas. 
If these discrepancies are corrected the actual 
prevalence should have been 1 in 1,550 (0.064%). 

Pritts et al [44] recently published a more rigorous 
meta- analysis of 133 studies and determined that the 
prevalence of leiomyosarcoma among women having 
surgery for presumed leiomyomas was 1 in 1,960, or 
0.051%. Among the 26 randomized control trials 
analyzed, 1,582 women had surgery for leiomyomas 
and none were found to have leiomyosarcoma.  

Bojahr et al [45] recently published a large population- 
based prospective registry study and reported two occult 
leiomyosarcoma among 8,720 women having surgery 
for leiomyomas (0.023%).  

Morcellation concerns in undiagnosed sarcoma- One of 
the major concerns over morcellation of an occult 
cancer is delayed diagnosis because of misinterpretation 
of the initial pathologic specimen [31]. It is 
hypothesised that morcellation of an occult malignancy 
carries the possibility of the seeding of cancer 
throughout the peritoneal cavity [11,27,29].  

Certain case reports have also described up-staging of 
sarcoma secondary to peritoneal spread after 
morcellation [46,47]. However, these studies cannot 
rule out the possibility that disseminated peritoneal 
disease may be due to incorrect initial staging, natural 
disease progression, or incorrect follow-up diagnosis.  

Leiomyosarcoma, removed intact without morcellation 
have a poor prognosis. Based on SEER data, the 5 year 
survival of Stage I LMS is only 63% compared with 
14% for stage IV. Whether morcellation influences the 
prognosis of women with LMS is not known. Distant 
metastasis occurs early in the disease process, primarily 
hematogenous dissemination.  

Two studies by Park et al. [48, 49] compared the 
survival of patients with uterine sarcoma with (n=48) 
and without morcellation (n=58) during surgery and 
demonstrated a significant difference of survival in 
favour of the non-morcellated group. When comparing 
the outcomes for women with morcellated and non-
morcellated LMS, Morice et. al., [28] found no 
difference in recurrence rates or overall and disease-free 
survival rates. In the only study to compare use of 
power- with scalpel-morcellation in women with LMS, 
Oduyebo et. al. [27] found no difference in outcomes.  

Nemec et al. [50] concluded that women who 
underwent hysterectomy with morcellation had a better 
cumulative overall survival and recurrence free survival 
rates than women without morcellation. Of note, 
laparoscopic-aided morcellation allows the surgeon to 
inspect the pelvic and abdominal cavities and irrigate 
and remove tissue fragments under visual control. In 
contrast, the surgeon cannot visually inspect the 
peritoneal cavity during vaginal or minilaparotomy 
procedures. 

Comparison of laparoscopic vs open abdominal 
procedures- Liu et al [51] in their review quoted a 
Cochrane systematic review of 27 randomized clinical 
trials that compared laparoscopic or vaginal 
hysterectomy to abdominal hysterectomy, and found 
that women who underwent a minimally invasive 
surgery had significantly less blood loss, fewer 
incisional infections or febrile episodes, shorter hospital 
stays, and speedier return to normal activities. 

Wright et al. [52,53] used a cohort simulation model to 
compare the risks and benefits of three modalities of 
hysterectomy: 1) total abdominal, 2) laparoscopic, and 
3) laparoscopic with power morcellation and found that 
overall, the safest surgical modality was laparoscopic 
hysterectomy without morcellation, especially for 
women older than age 60 years. However, for women 
younger than age 40 years, laparoscopic surgery with 
morcellation was associated with slightly fewer deaths 
per 10 000 patients than abdominal hysterectomy. 

Epstein et al. [54] recently reported on the financial 
impact of minimally invasive surgery on medical 
spending and employee absenteeism. On average, those 
women who underwent the minimally invasive 
procedure had 11.5 fewer days absent from work and 
$1500 less in health plan spending per procedure.  

As per ACOG, approximately 600,000 hysterectomies 
are done per year; in 2008, 10% of these were 
laparoscopic and as per Wright et al >15% were 
performed with morcellation. Liu et al have estimated 
that if morcellation were to be totally avoided, 9000 
women (600,000 × 0.10 × 0.15) would have undergone 
laparotomy, yielding 99,000 more days absent from 
work per year and $13,500,000 more in health plan 
spending per year. Other studies have demonstrated a 
significant decrease in postoperative narcotic use and 
incisional hernias formation and higher long-term 
quality-of-life scores with a minimally invasive 
approach compared with an open approach [55]. 
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Preoperative workup to rule out malignancies- The 
differential diagnosis between uterine sarcomas and 
myomas still remains a challenging topic in gynecologic 
oncology. Despite recent advances in the accuracy of 
imaging techniques for gynecologic malignancies, 
consensus on preoperative findings to consider a 
leiomyoma as ‘suspicious’ is still lacking. In fact, data 
evaluating predictors of malignancy are mainly based 
on small retrospective case series. 

No clear clinical features have distinguished benign 
uterine neoplasms reliably from malignant growths, 
even the traditionally taught feature of rapidly enlarging 
uterine size.  

Black race has been associated with a 2-fold increased 
risk of carcinosarcoma and leiomyosarcoma. Increasing 
age, postmenopausal status and tamoxifen use >5 years 
are also nonspecific risk factors for uterine sarcomas.  

Imaging- After clinical examination, transvaginal 
ultrasound (TVUS) should be the first choice imaging 
technique to investigate myome-trial lesions. The 
presence of a large, single, growing lesion with cystic 
degeneration and marked peripheral and central 
vascularity are all sonographic features supporting the 
presence of a suspect myometrial malignancy.  

Power Doppler should be preferred over color Doppler, 
since the former allows to detect small ves-sels 
characterized by low flow velocities, regardless its 
direction [56]. Few studies suggested that the presence 
of a low tumor flow resistance index (RI) and the 
pulsatility index (PI) are described as lower in the 
presence of uterine sarcomas, although being 
inconclusive [56,57,58].  

Elastography is a new interesting ultrasonographic tool 
allowing the evaluation of different tissues’ densities; 
uterine sarcoma seems characterized by a typical 
mosaic pattern while fibroids are characterized by a 
more homogeneous pattern [59].  

The need to morcellate can be predicted pre-operatively 
using 3D- Ultrasound (3 DUS) uterine volumes 
obtained by TVS with a fair degree of accuracy. Uteri 
less than 120 mL by 3D-US were very unlikely to 
require morcellation [60]. 

MR imaging is superior to CT scan to delineate the 
extent and the tissue characteristics of the lesion. MRI, 
with the heterogeneous hypointensity on T1-weighted 
images and intermediate-to-high signal intensity on T2-

weighted images (due to necrosis and hemorrhagic 
foci), may help in differentiating be-tween a leiomyoma 
and a LMS. In a small series, contrast enhancement 
after administration of gadolinium (Gd)-DTPA was 
detected in all 10 LMS, but absent in 28 of 32 uterine 
degenerated leiomyoma patients [61]. 

In PET scan imaging of fibroids, usually 
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) is used, but also other 
molecules, such as deoxyfluorothymidine (FLT) or 
alphafluorobeta-estradiol (FES), FES may be more 
accurate in distinguishing LMS from fibroids than 
FDG, with an accuracy of respectively 93 and 81% 
[62]. 

Serum markers (LDH and CA125)- In a prospective 
series of 227 patients, the total LDH and LDH isozyme 
type 3 were elevated in 10 patients with LMS as 
compared with degenerated leiomyomas. Elevated 
CA125 have been reported in patients with LMS, 
especially in advanced-staged LMS [61,63]. 

Findings of a study by Matsuda et al. [64] suggest that 
the accuracy of the preoperative diagnosis of uterine 
smooth muscle tumours may be improved by using a 
combination of immunohistochemical findings like the 
expression of LMP2 (low-molecular-mass polypeptide 
2) and Ki-67 and clinical findings (serum lactate 
dehydrogenase level and menopause). 

The role of endometrial sampling without abnormal 
uterine bleeding in the detection of uterine sarcoma is 
not yet eluci-dated. Also the role of image-guided 
needle biopsies is not completely clear [63]. 

Combined tests- The combined use of dynamic MRI by 
Gd-DTPA and serum measurement of LDH (total and 
isozyme 3) seems to be useful in making a 
differentiated diagnosis of LMS from degenerated 
leiomyoma before treatment [61]. 

Nagai et al. [65] brought out a PREoperative Sarcoma 
Scoring system (PRESS) incorporating preoperative 
age, serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings. At its 
optimal cut-off value, the scoring system had an 
accuracy of 84.1%, sensitivity of 0.8, and specificity of 
0.854.  

They then revised it into the revised PREoperative 
Sarcoma Scoring system rPRESS with an accuracy, 
positive predictive value, and negative predictive value 
of 93.7, 92.3, and 94.0 %, respectively [66].  
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Minimally invasive techniques to avoid 
intracorporeal power morcellation 

Laparoscopi-Contained morcellation and retrieval of 
uteri or fibroids within specimen bags has been 
suggested to avoid spread. The method requires 
extension of a port site incision, single port incision or a 
small Pfannensteil incision. This has been extended to 
in-bag power morcellation [67-70]. Although the FDA 
safety communication explicitly suggests in- bag 
morcellation, if these spec-imen bags are accidentally 
cut, this may leave fragments of synthetic, 
nonab-sorbable material in the abdomen, which can 
result in theoretical additional morbidity, and would 
have an unknown effect on allowing microscopic tumor 
spill. As techniques such as morcellating the uterus in a 
containment bag become more common, we should 
obtain data on their safety and efficacy [71]. 

Anapolski et al. [72] conducted a study to obtain the 
first data concerning the safety of an endobag with three 
closable ports during morcellation and subsequent bag 
extraction under in vitro conditions, No loss of solid 
material or fluid was recorded during the morcellation 
test.  

Serur et al. [67] in their 5 years of experience with an 
endoscopic bag for the extraction of large uteri without 
the use of a power morcellator, had no incidence of 
gross spillage, visually noted bag rupture, or other 
complications. Single-site in-bag morcellation 
performed with the new technique by Aoki et al. [73] 
requires neither bag penetration nor piercing with a 
trocar which may prove beneficial for preventing 
spillage and dissemination of tumour tissue. 

Minilaparotomy- Although prior studies suggest any 
tumor injury with LMS is associated with adverse 
outcomes, the use of minilaparotomy and cold-knife 
exxtraperitonel morcellation has been suggested to 
reduce the risks of intra- peritoneal dissemination of 
benign or malignant tissues. Self- retaining retractors 
may provide pro-tection of the incision. Patients with 
thicker abdominal walls may be less optimal for this 
approach given their baseline wound complication risks 
with laparotomy. 

Transvaginal- Transvaginal morcellation through a 
posterior colpotomy has been reported as an alternative 
approach for specimen retrieval in cases where an 
additional incision is required. This may be less 
preferable than minilaparotomy because of creating an 
incision in a contaminated field, the need for a second 

surgical approach, delaying intercourse, potentially 
promoting dyspareunia and iatrogenic peritoneal 
leio-myomatosis. For these reasons others have reported 
the use of a specimen bag for transvaginal morcellation. 
This indicates that no particular route of morcellation 
without some sort of containment is completely risk- 
free [49,74]. 

Clinical Recommendations 

• The risk of leiomyosarcoma is higher in older 
postmenopausal women, and greater caution should 
be exercised before recommending mor-cellation 
procedures for these women. 

• Preoperatively, women aged 35 years or older with 
irregular uterine bleeding and presumed 
leiomyomas should have an endometrial biopsy and 
normal results of cervical cancer screening. 

• Use transvaginal/transabdominal ultrasound for 
diagnosis. In case of poor visualisation, MRI with 
or without contrast (Gadolinium-DTPA), 2D Power 
Doppler ultrasound (PDUS) or 3D PDUS, LDH 
and iso-enzyme 3 assay are other options.  

• Open procedures should be offered to all women 
who are considering minimally invasive 
proce-dures for leiomyomas 

• Informed consent by the patient is of utmost 
importance and women wishing minimally invasive 
procedures with morcellation, including scalpel 
morcellation through the vagina or minilaparotomy, 
or laparoscopic power morcellation should 
understand the potential risk of decreased survival 
should leiomyosarcoma be present and it should be 
included in the consent procedure. 

• For safe entry, enlarge the incision to the diameter 
of the morcellator to reduce the abdominal wall 
resistance. 

• Make sure that the morcellator’s blade remains 
locked inside the protecting tube during the 
morcellator insertion into the abdomen 

• Keep the tip of the morcellator shaft in midline of 
the lower abdomen while introducing and during 
morcellation 

• Morcellate only under continuous vision by the 
lateral peeling technique. Avoid penetrating the 
mass and losing the tip out of sight 

• Morcellation should be away from intestines and 
blood vessels 

• After morcellation, careful inspection for tissue 
fragments should be undertaken and copious 
irrigation of the pelvic and abdominal cavities 
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should be performed to minimize the risk of 
retained tissue. 

• Employ in-bag contained morcellation for intra-
abdominal specimens  

Conclusion 

Respecting women who have leiomyosarcoma, it can be 
concluded that the FDA directive was based on a 
mis-leading analysis. Specific guidelines for the use of 
power morcellation may be of benefit while awaiting 
advances in preoperative diagnosis of sarcomas. 

Preoperative evaluation before hysterectomy includes 
cervical cytologic evidence and may include 
endometrial biopsy and pelvic imaging. If preoperative 
evaluation raises suspicion for malignancy, 
morcellation clearly should be avoided. Morcellation 
should be avoided in patients with age>50 years, 
menopause, history of tamoxifen use, pelvic radiation, 
or increased genetic risk for malignancy. 

Surgeons should review surgical alternatives that 
include laparotomy, minilaparotomy, and colpotomy 
with possible manual morcellation vaginally or within 
an endoscopic bag. The impact of minimally invasive 
surgery on patient quality of life and the economic 
benefits of shorter recovery time and improved pain 
management should not be overlooked in gynecologic 
surgery. New surgical methods are being developed so 
that women with large uterine leiomyomata can still be 
offered laparoscopic surgery. 

Funding: Nil, Conflict of interest: None initiated,  
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